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９）日本を指して「J」と表記することが広まったのは、８８年の J―WAVEの開局（と Jポップの誕生）や９３年の J
リーグ開幕を契機としている。
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October ２００８ ― ―１０７
Essay on ‘J-turn ’: Transformations of foreign youth-subcultures in Japan
ABSTRACT
In this paper I suggest that transformations of foreign youth-subcultures in Japan can
be classified into three types. The first type can be called as I-turn and implies that youth-
subcultures are imported into Japan without noticeable transformations. The second type
can be named J-turn. In this type of transformation, youth subcultures are eclectically
transformed. The third type can be named U-turn which refers to a condition where youth-
subcultures are internationally communicated and exchanged. As concerns youth
subcultures in postwar Japan, the three types mentioned above have coexisted and at
times one was dominant over the other two types. I attempt to present a rough sketch and
give an overview of the transition of relationships between foreign youth-subcultures
outside Japan and those within Japan. I conclude that the tendency in recent years has
been toward J-turn, and that Japan-oriented elements among youth-subcultures have been
increasing. Nevertheless, this tendency does not mean that Japanese youth have become
ethnocentric or conservative, but rather that Japanese youth in general have preferences
for what can be called traditional Japanese cultural taste, and that this is due to the fact
that Japanese youth consider these traditional tastes novel and cool.
Key Words : youth-subcultures, acculturation, Japanization
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